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Abstract—Cell-free massive multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) systems are envisioned to achieve the improved spectral
efficiency by supporting users via nearby access points (APs).
This work addresses the optimization of beamforming weights
for cell-free massive MIMO systems. The connectivity level
constraints are taken into account to accommodate finite-rate
fronthaul links. The minimum rate maximization problem is tack-
led by the weighted minimum mean squared error (WMMSE)
algorithm. Numerical results show that the proposed scheme
achieves significantly improved performance than a baseline
scheme in overall signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime.

Index Terms—Cell-free massive MIMO, conjugate beamform-
ing, weighted MMSE algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

In cell-free massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
systems, users are jointly served by multiple nearby access
points (APs) [1], [2]. The system capacity can be improved
by means of cooperative transmission and reception strategies
across APs, which are centrally managed by a cloud processor
(CP). The system can be seen as an instance of coordinated
multi-point joint transmission [3], network MIMO [4], and
cloud radio access network (C-RAN) [5]. The optimization of
cooperative downlink beamforming for cell-free systems was
studied in [6], [7]. Computation structures of these algorithms
are not scalable to the network size, especially to the num-
bers of APs and antennas, thereby leading to the prohibitive
calculation cost in massive connectivity scenarios.

A practical but efficient strategy is to fix radiation patterns
of APs and focus on designing their beam steering direc-
tions. Possible candidates for predefined beam patterns are
conjugate and zero-forcing beamforming schemes [1], [2]. The
transmission from massive APs is simply controlled by opti-
mizing scalar beam weights. Consequently, the corresponding
optimization algorithms become scalable to the size of the
cell-free MIMO systems. These conventional studies have
been confined to single-antenna APs. Furthermore, the limited
coordination capability among a CP and APs have not been
adequately examined.
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This work investigates the optimization of cell-free MIMO
systems by adjusting scalar beam weights at APs. We consider
a practical scenario where the capacity of fronthaul links
connecting a CP and APs is limited. In this configuration,
bitstreams of intended users would not be available at all APs
due to the finite-rate fronthaul links. Such a limited fronthaul
overhead imposes constraints on the connectivity level of
wireless access links. We tackle the problem of maximizing
minimum-rate based on the weighted minimum mean squared
error (WMMSE) framework. The resulting algorithm achieves
a locally optimal solution. Numerical results demonstrate the
performance gain of the developed WMMSE optimization
algorithm over a baseline scheme.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a downlink cell-free massive MIMO system
where K single-antenna users are served by M multi-antenna
APs each equipped with N antennas. Let K = {1, 2, . . . ,K}
and M = {1, 2, . . . ,M} be the sets of user and AP indices,
respectively. The APs are controlled by a CP connected by
fronthaul links. The received signal yk of user k is written as

yk =
∑

i∈M
hH
k,ixi + zk, (1)

where hk,i ∈ CN×1 denotes the channel vector from AP i
to user k, xi ∈ CN×1 is the transmitted signal vector from
AP i which satisfies the power contraint E[||xi||2] ≤ P , and
zk ∼ CN (0, σ2) represents the additive noise signal. The SNR
of the system is defined as P/σ2.

For the simple implementation, each AP adopts conjugate
beamforming [2]. Then, the transmitted signal vector xi of AP
i is given as

xi =
∑

k∈K

hk,i

||hk,i||
αk,isk, (2)

where sk stands for the data symbol for user k, and αk,i ∈ C
indicates a scalar beam weight at AP i intended for user k.
To convey xi, AP i downloads the set of the data symbols
{sk}k∈K from the CP through the fronthaul link. The transmit
power constraint at AP i with the beamforming model (2) can
be represented as

E[||xi||2] =
∑

k∈K
|αk,i|2 ≤ P. (3)
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Consequently, the received signal yk in (1) can be rewritten as

yk =
∑
i∈M

gk,k,iαk,isk +
∑

l∈K\{k}

∑
i∈M

gk,l,iαl,isl + zk, (4)

where the effective channel coefficient gk,l,i is defined as
gk,l,i � (hH

k,ihl,i)/||hl,i|| ∈ C. It is noted that gk,l,i = ||hk,i||
for k = l.

Denoting α = {αk,i}k∈K,i∈M, the signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio (SINR) for user k is written by

γk(α) =
|gH

k,kαk|2

σ2 +
∑

l∈K\{k} |gH
k,lαl|2

, (5)

where

αk =




αk,1

αk,2

...
αk,M


 and gk,l =




g∗k,l,1
g∗k,l,2

...
g∗k,l,M


 . (6)

Then, the achievable data rate Rk of user k is bounded as

Rk ≤ log2 (1 + γk(α)) . (7)

We aim at optimizing the scalar beam weights α for maximiz-
ing the minimum rate Rmin � mink∈K Rk [2], [7], [8] subject
to the power constraints (3). The corresponding problem is
formulated as

maximize
α,R

min
k∈K

Rk (8a)

s.t. Rk ≤ log2(1 + γk(α)), k ∈ K, (8b)∑
k∈K

|αk,i|2 ≤ P, i ∈ M, (8c)

where R = {Rk}k∈K accounts for the collection of the
achievable rate variables. It is not straightforward to identify
the globally optimum solution of (8) due to the non-convexity
of the rate constraint (8b).

III. OPTIMIZATION OF CONJUGATE BEAMFORMING

A. WMMSE Optimization Algorithm
We tackle the non-convex optimization problem (8) based

on the WMMSE approach [9], [10]. To this end, we first
transform (8b) into the weighted mean square error (MSE)
formula. Let ek(α, uk) = E[|sk − ŝk|2] be the MSE between
the data signal sk and a linear estimate ŝk = u∗

kyk. It is
written as

ek(α, uk) =
∣∣1− u∗

kg
H
k,kαk

∣∣2

+
∑

l∈K\{k}

∣∣u∗
kg

H
k,lαl

∣∣2 + |uk|2σ2. (9)

From (9), the achievable rate Rk in (7) can be expressed as

Rk ≤ log2 (1 + γk(α)) = max
uk∈C

log2

(
1

ek(α, uk)

)
, (10)

where the optimal uk that maximizes the right-hand side
(RHS) of (10), or, equivalently, minimizes the MSE ek(α, uk),
is obtained as

uk =
1

σ2 +
∑

l∈K
∣∣gH

k,lαl

∣∣2 gH
k,kαk. (11)

Algorithm 1 WMMSE algorithm for solving (14)
1. Initialize α as arbitrary values that satisfy the power
constraints (3), and set t ← 1.
2. Compute the Rmin with the initialized α and store to R

(0)
min.

3. Update u and w according to (11) and (13).
4. Update α as a solution of the convex problem obtained by
fixing u and w in problem (14).
5. Compute the Rmin with the updated α and store to R

(t)
min.

6. Stop if |R(t)
min − R

(t−1)
min | ≤ δ or t > tmax. Otherwise, set

t ← t+ 1 and go back to Step 3.

According to [11, Lem. 1], (11) is further refined as

Rk ≤ max
uk∈C,wk>0

log2 wk +
1

ln 2
(1− wkek(α, uk)), (12)

the optimal weight wk given as

wk = 1/ek(α, uk). (13)

As a result, we can equivalently restate problem (8) as
maximize
α,R,u,w

min
k∈K

Rk (14)

s.t. Rk ≤ log2 wk +
1

ln 2
(1− wkek(α, uk)), k ∈ K,

∑
k∈K

|αk,i|2 ≤ P, i ∈ M,

wk > 0, k ∈ K,

with u = {uk}k∈K and w = {wk}k∈K. Problem (14) becomes
convex by fixing u and w. With the optimum structure in (11)
and (13), the minimum rate Rmin can be gradually improved
via an alternating optimization between α and {u,w}. The
corresponding procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1.

B. Limiting Connectivity Level

Practical fronthaul links suffer from the limited capacity.
In this configuration, the data symbol sk is available only at
a subset of the APs denoted by Mk ⊂ M. Thus, user k
can be supported by APs i ∈ Mk, degrading the access link
performance. Such a concept is formalized by the connectivity
level [12], [13] denoted by M̃ = |Mk|. It quantifies the
number of the APs that can get the data symbols via the
capacity-constrained fronthaul links.

It is assumed that data fetching strategies, i.e., the sets
M1, · · · ,MK , are predefined by the network. These are
equivalently represented by a group of binary variables ck,i ∈
{0, 1}, ∀k ∈ K, ∀i ∈ M, defined as

ck,i =
{ 1, i ∈ Mk

0, i /∈ Mk
. (15)

The connectivity level constraints are readily included into the
minimum rate maximization task (8). Since user k can only
be served by APs i ∈ Mk, the associated beam weight αk,i

becomes inactive if ck,i = 0. This is written by

(1− ck,i)αk,i = 0, k ∈ K, i ∈ M. (16)

The proposed WMMSE algorithm can straightforwardly han-
dle the linear constraint (16).
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Fig. 1. Average minimum rate Rmin versus SNR [dB] (M = M̃ = K = 10
and N ∈ {1, 5, 20}).

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We validate the effectiveness of the WMMSE algorithm via
numerical simulations. The positions of the APs and users
are uniformly distributed within a circular area of radius
100 m. We model each channel vector hk,i as hk,i =
(ρ0(dk,i/d0)

−η)1/2h̃k,i, where dk,i denotes the distance be-
tween user k and AP i, d0 is the reference distance set to
d0 = 30 m, ρ0 indicates the path-loss at the reference distance
d0 set to ρ0 = 10 dB, η is the path-loss exponent set to η = 3,
and h̃k,i represents the small-scale Rayleigh fading vector, i.e.,
h̃k,i ∼ CN (0, IN ). We assume without claim of optimality
that the set Mk of APs serving user k consists of the M̃
closest APs to user k.

Fig. 1 plots the average minimum rate Rmin versus the SNR
for M = M̃ = K = 10 and N ∈ {1, 5, 20}. A baseline
scheme adopts a simple equal power transmission strategy
with αk,i =

√
P/Ki, ∀k ∈ K, ∀i ∈ M, where Ki stands

for the number of the users served by AP i ∈ Mk. The
performance of the WMMSE gradually increases as the SNR
grows, whereas that of the baseline method is not enhanced.
The impact of WMMSE optimization becomes more signifi-
cant with a larger number of AP antennas N . This verifies the
effectiveness of the proposed beam weight optimiztion policy.

Fig. 2 presents the average minimum rate Rmin versus the
connectivity level M̃ for M = K = 10, N = 20, and SNR
∈ {0, 10, 20} dB. The figure shows that the performance gap
between the baseline scheme and WMMSE is considerable in
all connectivity levels M̃ . The impact of SNR on the minimum
rate performance of WMMSE is more clearly observed when
the system is equipped with fronthaul links of higher capacity,
i.e., larger connectivity level M̃ .

V. CONCLUSION

We have studied the design of conjugate beamforming for
a cell-free massive MIMO system under constraints on the
connectivity level. The minimum rate maximization problem
has been tackled by non-convex optimization techniques.
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Fig. 2. Average minimum rate Rmin versus connectivity level M̃ (M = K =
10, N = 20 and SNR ∈ {0, 10, 20} dB).

Numerical results have demonstrated the effectiveness of the
optimized conjugate beamforming and the impacts of various
system parameters such as SNR, the number of AP antennas,
and the connectivity level.
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